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500 ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY WORDS TO HELP YOU BOOST YOUR TOEFL

SCORE!Â Â Â Â â€¢Â Words, parts of speech, and pronunciations on the

frontÂ Â Â â€¢Â Definitions, contextual sentence, and synonyms on the back, so you can really

understand and remember each wordÂ Â Â â€¢Â Color-coded scale under the cover so you can

easily track your progressÂ Â Â â€¢Â Includes 50 customizable cards for you to fill in the terms you

most need to study
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Well, I've never taken TOEFL exams, yet I read some books of the TOEFL subject and took some

other tests of relatively same level. The 500 words in these cards, though relevant for abstract,

technical etc. topics, are of a very basic level, not of advanced and hardly of intermediate. That is, if

you estimate your vocabulary to be around 1500-2500 words, you could try these cards. But if you

expect these cards to provide you with adequate preparation for TOEFL - that would be a

mistake.Of course, you may decide by yourself whether this material is sufficient for your

preparation - but probably only after you buy it and open the box.Let me cite just three words from

the middle for you to give you an impression of the level:"observe", "obtained", "obvious"Otherwise,

as for the quality of the cards, I have no remarks. May be, I'll even leave these cards for myself to

polish my vocabulary.



I am a high school senior and I got these flash cards to help me prepare for the toefl exam. and I

was very disappointed with it because the words in these cards and the words that appeared on the

exam were not of equal magnitude. This box was full of words like "advanced", "decision",

"interesting", "quality", "success ", and "traditional". These words where nowhere near the required

vocabulary to ace this test. The only upside is that the cards came with pronunciation guides.

The flashcards are great to get students started. Much of the vocabulary issimple but definitely

necessary to know for the test.

I bougth this flashcard last month and i do like it. It is very helpfull for me. It is small card, so i can

put it in pocket and i always bring it with me every where. When i have free time i just take it out

from my pocket and read it. I eliminated the word that i used to know. Even though you have already

known some word from this flashcard, but at least you learned some new words from it. You can

learn synonyms from this flashcard, also. For example the word " Consumed " means: to used up or

eat up . Synonyms: devoured, depleted. So you can learn two more new word from the word:

consumed. You should bougth it. At least you can learn 100-200 new words from this flashcard. It is

better than you don't learn anythings.

Very good and useful, has the most common words with their meanings and examples. Highly

recommended for intermediate students. However, the words may seem very obvious for advanced

students.

Great, a little too easy, but my friend who has been in USA for a year seemed to like it very much,

although i think the vocabs are too simple.

It's quite better than the other flash card boxes. Besides, TOEFL preparation does not have

sufficient flash cards to study. This would be the best solution you'll have. The ineffectual part of this

product is to be the several types of the same word indeed. This means the adjective form, the

adverb form, the verb form of the one distinct word have been written seperately on the different

cards. In this case, you'll have 3 or more cards according to only one word. It could have been

demonstrated on the same card. There are 500 cards inside the box and most of them are the

words which must be learned prior to the test day. It is absolutely useful and the effective form of



studying the TOEFL vocabulary.

My TOEFL student has been studying these cards diligently for her upcoming test. Very helpful and

a real safety net forbeing able to understand directions. Definitely recommended!
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